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Good afternoon,
I hope you have enjoyed a healthy and happy week.
A big thank you to Fiona Peng in year 6 for allowing us all to wear our home clothes today!
We have been thrilled with our attendance numbers and are maintaining our regular school practice
with the increased precautions of testing for adults and compulsory masks in communal areas. Thank
you to everyone in the community for their efforts towards this.
This is a funny time of year; the Christmas period feels like it was months ago, summer feels a long way
off, the days are chilly and the nights seem long and dark! Nationally this time can be referred to as the
January blues… Today, however, is a stunning day and so it got me wondering what has happened over
the years on this particular day. I found this website January 14: Facts & Historical Events On This Day - The
Fact Site Do take a look! So many key events happened that supports the modern world that we live in
and all take for granted at times. Of course, we all know it is National Dress up your Pet Day!! (I would
be interested in any photos 😊)
At school as you will be aware that we are
focusing on Joy in Wellbeing as our value this
term. It is not something that is limited to this
term; as with all our values, they underpin what
we promote and strive to be as a community.
In my assembly this week I shared this image and
the children discussed it in their classes. The
children, as always, inspired us with their
responses. Happiness and wellbeing were terms
used repeatedly. We talked about how others
help us to be happy and how we can impact
others to be happy. I think this image can work
for us all.
I am very pleased to welcome Mrs Clare Lynch and Mrs Santoshi Gunda to
our Midday Meal Supervisor team. This is such a valued position and helps us
to support positive personal development for our children as well as ensure
the transition back into afternoon learning is smooth. We really look forward
to working with them.
Today we are holding interviews for some of the Teaching Support
Assistants vacancies we have. I will keep you informed.

Have a super weekend!
Best wishes, Candi Roberts and the Cheerful Claremont team.

Kent Teacher of the
Year 2022 Nominations are open!
Nominations are now open for the Kent Teacher of the Year Awards 2022
This has been another difficult year, with challenges continuing to present themselves.
However, it has also been a year of opportunity as we have learned to live with the
pandemic and adapt to a new way of life.
Everyone in the education sector, has continued to work tirelessly to ensure our children have
been taught, inspired and motivated, and deserve recognition for everything you have
achieved.
This is not a popularity contest, it’s not measured on the number of votes. It is judged by a
panel of judges who read the content of every entry and then have the difficult task of
selecting the winners.
Anyone can nominate and it’s not just teachers who are recognised – these awards
celebrate every role in schools from teachers, teaching partners, teaching support assistants,
school secretaries to caretakers, school business managers, senior leaders, heads and
volunteers.
Winners from every district will be honoured at the awards ceremony, with the overall
countywide champions announced on the night.
To nominate is as simple:
 Go to www.kmcharityteam.co.uk/awards/toty/
nomination form.

and complete the online

With your help we can make this Teacher of the Year Awards bigger and better than ever
before and make sure that the unsung heroes of the past year receive the recognition they
truly deserve.
With kind regards, and wishing you all a restful and happy Christmas!
Mike Ward, CEO
KM Charity Team, 10 Estuary View Business Park, Whitstable, CT5 3SE

Curriculum Newsletters
This term’s curriculum newsletters are now on the website and you
will be able to see what your child will be learning in the ‘Explore’
term. Select the ‘Children and Learning’ tab at the top of the page and
then select ‘Claremont – Our Curriculum’.

Swimming lessons are back!
Wednesday saw the return of regular
swimming lessons for children at
Tunbridge Wells Leisure Centre.
We are starting with Y5 & 6 pupils to
ensure they have the best chance of
meeting the National Curriculum
expectations.
This week the children were assessed
to see their swimming ability with
lessons set to commence next week.
At the end of the term, the children
will be assessed again.
We hope to start Y4 pupils later this year cascading the lessons down the school to where
they were originally, prior to the beginning of the pandemic.

This week's Key Stage 1 winners
are Maple
….and Key Stage 2 winners
are Cedar

In English this week, Rowan Class
have been learning how to use apostrophes to show possession.
The children were each given a different noun on a piece of paper
and were then asked to move around the playground (in the beautiful
sunshine) either skipping, hopping or running. When the whistle was
blown, they had to find a partner and together, write a sentence on
their whiteboards using the two nouns and an apostrophe to show
possession.
They all had a lovely time and did a great job!

Sports Leaders @ Infant Agility
Our sports leaders this week helped TWKSSP run the infant agility
event at The Angel Centre. Infant Agility is aimed at Y1-2 pupils
where they are challenged to complete a variety of different
indoor athletic events.
The children for Y5 and 6 who helped were praised for their
enthusiasm and encouragement to all the children from the other
schools. A number of teachers commented on their expertise in
the different events. As a result, TWKSSP have asked for
Claremont to provide sports leaders for future events.
The sports leaders programme is designed to develop our pupils’
leadership skills with the children attending a number of training
events throughout the year. They are set
challenges to complete to earn their
different levels of leadership awards and
with this event another task has been
completed.
If you didn’t attend this event and are a
sports leader, don’t panic. You will be first
on the list for the next event.

Badminton
Festival
On Wednesday, pupils from Y4 took part
in a Badminton Festival run by TWKSSP at
Hayesbrook Academy.
The children were able to try the sport of
badminton completing a variety of
activities based around movement and
control and getting to grips with the
equipment. They thoroughly enjoyed the evening and they all said they wanted to continue
with the sport they tried.
If you would like to try badminton, please click these links:
St John’s Badminton Club – Tunbridge Wells Badminton… Fast, Fun and Full On
(stjohnsbadminton.co.uk)
TRIDENT BADMINTON CLUB - Home

